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1. Motivation

✔ Japan has been one of spearheads of the global change of aging population, with almost a quarter century of rapid aging.

✔ Simultaneously, Japan’s economy has been suffering from low growth, deflationary pressure, and mounting public debts in the last quarter century. Did rapid aging cause or at least aggravate these problems?

✔ We explore relationship between aging and economic performance by comparing a conventional relationship of key macroeconomic variables ignoring aging effects and the actually observed one which is influenced by ongoing aging population (though mostly qualitatively, not quantitatively, due to our survey nature of investigation).

✔ We find: Aging (coupled with other factors) had (1) unexpected dynamic deflationary effects on inflation and (2) reduced unexpectedly the effectiveness of Keynesian aggregate-demand management policy (= business cycles implications).

✔ We find: Aging’s negative effects on such long-run variables as potential growth are more than expected.

✔ (If time permits,) We also examine (though tentatively) the impact of aging in Japanese financial markets.
2. Explanatory Framework:
A Variant of Textbook Keynesian Models of Rigid Prices and Wages

In period \( t \), wages \( W_t \), prices \( P_t \), and capital stocks \( K_t \) are given (predetermined). Then, aggregate demand is determined by a familiar multiplier relationship through the IS relation: \( Y_t = C(Y_t) + I(r_{t-1}) + G_t \).

\[
\text{Aggregate Demand (IS Relation): } Y_t = Y^P + \frac{1}{s_\Delta} \left\{ I(r_{t-1}) + \hat{G}_t \right\}
\]

where \( Y^P = C^P + I^P + G^P \) is trend or potential GDP (consisting of trend consumption expenditure \( C^P \), trend investment \( I^P \), and trend government expenditure \( G^P \)), \( s_\Delta \) is the marginal saving rate and thus \( 1/s_\Delta \) is an income multiplier, \( I = I - I^P \) is investment above own trend which is determined by last period’s real interest rate, \( r_{t-1} \), and \( \hat{G}_t \) is an exogenous government expenditure above own trend. Then, labor demand \( L^D(Y_t, K_t) \) is determined by the production function \( Y_t = F(L_t^P, K_t) \), and the Wage Phillips Curve determines next period’s wage:

\[
\text{Wage Phillips Curve: } \frac{W_{t+1} - W_t}{W_t} = -\gamma \left\{ \frac{L_t^S - L^D(Y_t, K_t)}{L_t^S} \right\} + \eta
\]

where \( L_t^S \) is the labor supply and \( (L_t^S - L^D)/L_t^S \) is the unemployment rate, \( \gamma > 0 \) is the slope, and \( \eta > 0 \) is a constant determined by long-run wage-inflation expectations. The next period’s price \( P_{t+1} = \lambda_{t+1} W_{t+1} \) is a mark-up over the next period’s wage (marginal cost) \( W_{t+1} \) where the mark-up \( \lambda_{t+1} \) is dependent on price-setting firms’ market power. Thus, the price inflation \( \pi_{t+1} \) in the next period is the sum of the change in market power and the wage inflation:

\[
\text{Price Inflation: } \pi_{t+1} = \frac{P_{t+1} - P_t}{P_t} = \left( \frac{\lambda_{t+1} - \lambda_t}{\lambda_t} \right) \frac{W_{t+1}}{W_t} + \left( \frac{W_{t+1} - W_t}{W_t} \right)
\]

Then, the rest of the economic variables are determined in the following way. Monetary policy determines nominal interest rate by a Taylor Rule \( i_t = g(\pi_t, (Y_t - Y^P)) \), which in turn determines the real interest rate through the Fisher relation \( r_t = i_t - \pi_t^e \), where \( \pi_t^e \) is the expected inflation rate of the next period formed in this period. This real interest rate determines the next period’s investment \( I(r_t) \). Finally, the next period’s capital stocks are determined by capital formation equation \( K_{t+1} - K_t = I(r_{t-1}) + \delta K_t \).
2. Explanatory Framework: Derivation of Aggregate Demand (IS Relation)

This slide shows the derivation of the aggregate demand determination.

\[ C_t(Y) = (1 - s_\Delta)(Y_t - Y^P) + C^P \]
\[ I_t = \bar{I}(r_{t-1}) + I^P \]
\[ G_t = \bar{G}_t + G^P \]

where trend or potential GDP is.

\[ Y^P = C^P + I^P + G^P \]

Consequently, the following transformations are straightforward.

\[ Y_t = [(1 - s_\Delta)(Y_t - Y^P) + C^P] + [\bar{I}(r_t) + I^P] + [\bar{G}_t + G^P] \]
\[ = (1 - s_\Delta)(Y_t - Y^P) + Y^P + I^P + G^P + \bar{I}(r_t) + \bar{G}_t \]

Thus, we have

\[ s_\Delta Y_t = s_\Delta Y^P + \bar{I}(r_t) + \bar{G}_t \]

which implies

\[ Y_t = Y^P + \frac{1}{s_\Delta} \left\{ \bar{I}(r_t) + \bar{G}_t \right\} \]
3-1. Impacts of Aging on Labor Markets: Wage Inflation or Deflation?

✔Wage Phillips Curve

Wage Inflation \approx (\gamma) \times \text{Unemployment Rate} + \text{Long-Run Wage-Inflation Expectations} \\
\text{Unemployment Rate} = (\text{Labor Supply} - \text{Labor Demand}) / \text{Labor Supply}

Aging population means decrease of Labor Supply. *Ceteris Paribus*, it REDUCES Unemployment and thus becomes an INFLATIONARY pressure.

However, aging population may reduce potential GDP (and actual GDP) at the same time. *Ceteris Paribus*, it reduces Labor Demand, and thus it INCREASES Unemployment. Thus it is a DEFLATIONARY pressure.

Whether aging population is ultimately inflationary or deflationary depends on these two factors, and thus it is an empirical question.

HOWEVER, regardless of whether aging is ultimately inflationary or deflationary, DECREASING Unemployment SHOULD RAISE WAGE INFLATION.

Then, what happened in reality in Japan?
3-1. Impact of Aging in Labor Markets: Flat or Even Positively Sloping Phillips Curve

Wage Phillips Curve in Japan

Unemployment Decreases and Wage Inflation Decelerates
3-1. Impact of Aging in Labor Markets: Why Is Ph.Cur. Flat or Even Positively Sloping?

**Finding 1–1.**

- (1) A higher participation rate of elderly and women, and (2) a larger share and importance of part-time/temporary job workers implies the lower-wage portion of labor supply is increased. Thus, although observed unemployment is notably lower, the average wage inflation is not higher to the same extent, even if both portions have the same wage Phillips curve.

- (3) Increased importance of part-time/temporary jobs weakens the bargaining power of full-time/permanent job workers in their wage negotiation and (4) a fear of losing jobs and being replaced by part-time/temporary workers makes full-time/permanent job workers hesitate to require higher wages.

Both effects reduce the slope of the Wage Phillips curve.

3-1. Impact of Aging in Labor Markets: Why Is Ph.Cur. Flat or Even Positively Sloping?

Finding 1–2.

- The infiltration process of information and communication technology (ICT) would cause a transition of labor demand. 
  

Finding 1–3.

- “The employment-unfriendly characteristics of ICT …affect the efficiency of the labour market. On the supply side, a large number of medium-skill workers lose their traditional jobs. On the demand side, technologically demanding job vacancies increase as eligible workers are in chronically short supply. ..(O)ld workers compete with young ones to crowd the latter out, hampering human capital investment in young workers. This has a large negative effect on long-run efficiency.” 

3-2. Impacts of Aging on Macroeconomic Consumption

✔ Aggregate Demand Determination

Real GDP = \text{Potential GDP} + \left\{\frac{1}{\text{marginal saving rate}}\right\} \times (\Delta \text{Investment} + \Delta \text{Gov. Expenditure})

\text{Potential GDP} = \text{Trend Consumption} + \text{Trend Investment} + \text{Trend Gov. Expenditure}

Thus, the impacts of aging on macro consumption are divided into

those on Trend (Potential) Consumption and
those on marginal saving rate, affecting multiplier effects of policy

We found that the net effect of aging population is to decrease Trend Consumption, which in turn REDUCES Potential GDP and ultimately leads to DEFLATIONARY pressures on wages and prices. This effect is somewhat expected but the degree of the effect exceeded expectations.

We found the net effect of aging population is to increase marginal saving rate, and thus DECREASE the multiplier and the effectiveness of macroeconomic aggregate demand management policies. This effect is not anticipated.
3-2. Impacts of Aging on Macroeconomic Consumption: Trend Consumption

Trend Consumption:

There was general agreement that aging would lower trend consumption.

Still, the recent slump of household consumption is surprising.

![Graph showing JAPAN real GDP Growth: Percent Change from Quarter One Year Ago](image)

**JAPAN real GDP Growth: Percent Change from Quarter One Year Ago**

- Consumption Growth Is
- Much Weaker Than the Historical Average
Finding 2–1.

- Elderly people have different consumption baskets compared with younger people, in which the elderly spend more on foods and health care, and less on information and education. Also, because of the limitation of the accessibility to distant retail outlets due to their ages, they use retail stores which are located near their houses and department stores more often, and use less supermarkets and discount stores. These differences of consumption baskets and behaviors make the inflation rate which the elderly people faces higher by 2.0%p than the average inflation rate.


Consequently, aged people have a smaller purchasing power and thus their trend consumption is lower than young people.
Finding 2–2.

In Japan, old people’s usage of internet shopping services is substantially lower than the other age groups, and also lower than those in other countries. One of the reason of lower usage rate is their legacy use of old equipment in accessing the internet. For example, elderly people tend to use more feature phones and less smart phones (The share is: feature phone 62.0%, smart phone 35.0%).


Consequently, aged people have a higher shopping cost, which results in a smaller purchasing power and thus their trend consumption is lower than young people.
Finding 2–3.

- Aging population and future uncertainty have large negative impacts on younger population’s perceived trend or permanent income.
- A survey showed that there was an increase of the future anxiety among younger generation including teenagers. They have strong anxieties about the health condition of themselves and their parents, increase of tax and premium, and sustainability of public social welfare system. This makes people to shrink their consumption for today.

Finding 2–4.

- The relative poverty rate over 65 years old is higher than the one of the younger people. And because the share of elderly people has been growing, the overall relative poverty rate becomes higher than before.


Finding 2–5.

- The share of elderly people who think their savings are not sufficient reaches 57% and it is the highest among other advanced countries. The main purpose of their savings is to prepare for diseases and elderly care payments (62.3%).


Consequently, elderly people have a substantially higher marginal saving rate than young people, which increases overall marginal saving rate, and reduces the multiplier effect of Keynesian demand-management policy.
3-3. Impacts of Aging on Firms’ Behavior: Pricing and Investment

✔ Price Inflation

Price Inflation = Mark-up Inflation + Wage Inflation

✔ Aggregate Demand (IS Relation)

Real GDP = Consumption + Investment + Gov. Expenditure

Investment = ΔI (real interest rate) + Trend Investment

Thus, the impacts of aging on Price Inflation through firm’s behavior are divided into Mark-up Inflation and Trend Investment.

The net effect of aging population is to lower Mark-up Inflation, which in turn REDUCES Price Inflation directly.

Another net effect of aging population is to decrease Trend Investment, and thus DECREASE the Real GDP and INCREASE of the unemployment rate which in turn causes DEFLATIONARY pressures.

However, very few studies are available about its effects on Interest Sensitivity of Investment over Trend in Japan and elsewhere …
3-3. Impacts of Aging on Firms’ Behavior: Pricing

Finding 3-1.

Elderly people tend to have lower inflationary expectations. They tend to rely on fewer resources of information about prices. And also they tend to change their (5-year) inflationary expectations based on the price changes of food and energy.


The gap has emerged because
(A) the consumption basket for elderly people is different from that for younger people


and
(B) the cost for collecting information about prices by elderly people is higher than the cost by younger people

➢ KOBAYASHI Keiichiro (2017) “高齢化と経済政策”, Keio University, March.

Consequently, price-setting firms are more obliged to shun increasing their prices than otherwise, since growing elderly customers are more antagonistic to price increases than the average customer.
Finding 3–2.

Younger business managers (under 50 years old) invest significantly more than older managers. In contrast, older managers (upper 70 years old) seem to negatively affect the investments in their businesses. Also, the years in business negatively affect on the investment significantly. So, in Japan, weakened “entrepreneurship” caused by aging managers has brought about decreasing business investment.


SME: Aging of business managers
Fewer children = difficulties to find successors of their business ➢ NRI (2017)

Changes of demand
Elderly people don’t buy durable goods. They need more services (e.g. medical care), entertainment, renovation of housing. ➢ 経済産業省(2012)

Weakend entrepreneurship ➢ Fukuda(2007)

Lower Trend investment

SME: absence of advisers to help changing their business (shortage of talented workers) ➢ NRI(2017)
3-3. Impacts of Aging on Firms’ Behavior: Trend Investment (2)

Finding 3–3.
- Elderly people consume more services such as entertainment, foods and taxi fare for comfortable lives. In addition, they spend more money for renovations of their housings and nursing care services as they get older.
- As the share of elderly people increases, the component of the aggregate demand should change. This requires business managers to change their business.

➢ 経済産業省 (2012) “産業活動分析（平成24年1～3月期）”

- Business managers cannot find appropriate successors for their businesses because of fewer children and low expectation about the future of their business. In addition, there are fewer opportunities for these aged managers to change their business.

➢ Nomura Research Institute, Ltd. (2017) “「国内金融の活性化に向けた研究会」報告書,” March.
If time permits.....

Two unsettled aspects:

(1) Financial markets have been largely “ignored” by textbook or standard macroeconomic discussions. Since global financial crisis, they have become a hot issue, particularly how to incorporate them is still unsettled.

(2) Moreover, how to assess the impact of aging on financial markets is not settled either, because the way aging population affect financial market functioning is far from clear.

Question posed:

- On one hand, does elderly people can contribute to activate financial markets by using their own resources (i.e., their asset holdings and their investment knowledge)?
- On the other hand, does the increasing anxiety about their future make elderly people and even younger one holding their assets as cash not as equities?
3-4. Impacts of Aging on Financial Markets

Current Debate on Aging and Financial Markets

Does an Increasing Share of Elderly People “Activate” equity markets?
Or, Does Increased Uncertainty Associated with Aging “Reduce” Equity Holdings?

Circumstances of Japan

- Because the housing price is relatively high, households face liquidity constraints
  ➢ Iwaisako et al (2014)

- So, elderly people who have finished repaying their mortgages hold more financial assets
  ➢ CCFSI (2017)

- Elderly people has more financial knowledge
  ➢ CCFSI (2016)

- Lack of longer-run financial plans for their futures because of unexpected longevity results in the less preference for equities
  ➢ Nakajyo et al (2017)

- Households have more liquidity preference and tend to make more savings because of anxiety about the future which is partly caused by the low pension replacement ratio
  ➢ Aoki et al (2017)

- Increase of the share of elderly people will contribute to activate financial markets.
  = Higher financial asset prices/More investment

- Aging has suppressed younger generation to participate in financial markets indirectly.
  = Lower financial asset prices/Fewer investment
3-4. Impacts of Aging on Financial Markets: Positive effects

Finding 4–1.
-
Because of the liquidity constraints, households which show high “real estate (residential housing) value/total assets” hold less equities.


Finding 4–2.
-
Elderly people have more financial assets (equities, bonds and other financial products other than savings and insurances) than younger people.


Finding 4–3.
-
The percentage of correct answers given to true/false questions about financial knowledge was the lowest in the 18–29 age group. The percentage tended to become higher as the age rose (slightly declining for those in their 70s).

3-4. Impacts of Aging on Financial Markets: Negative effects

Finding 4-4.

Japanese households prefer holding safer assets and the backgrounds of this preference are: 1) less attractive of equities because of low return, 2) lack of future financial plan because of the short-time preference, and 3) preference on middle or long-run (total) return than short-run return.


Finding 4-5.

“The characteristics of Japanese household portfolios are low stock market participation rates and high proportions of money in Japanese household portfolios. The low expected stock returns, low expected inflation and high fixed costs of stock market participation are the main determinants of Japanese household portfolios. …Higher life expectancy gives households more incentive to save when they are young. This incentive to save is especially strong because the pension replacement ratio of Japan (0.6) is lower than (those of other countries e.g.) the US (0.68).”

4. Conclusion

✔ In Japan, researches show that aging has had a deflationary pressure on the inflation rates due to

1) increase of part-time/temporary jobs (lower wage inflation),
2) unexpected elderly’s smaller purchasing power (decrease of trend consumption),
3) growing future anxiety (decrease of trend consumption including young generation),
4) less business investment (decrease of trend investment), and
5) unexpected higher marginal saving rate (weaker policy effects).

Some of them are specific to Japan, but some may be common for advanced economies.

✔ The effects above seem to be larger than people expected. However, there is no research which examines this hypothesis in a quantitative way.

✔ We need more studies about aging effects on Interest Sensitivity of Investment over Trend in Japan.

✔ The arguments over the impacts of aging on financial markets are not settled in Japan. We need more researches which reveal how much elderly people contribute to vitalize financial markets, and which compare elderly’s positive impacts with negative ones on the markets.
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The workhorse model of central banking analysis is quite similar to the simple Keynesian framework of this presentation. Here I sketch this workforce model.

See


Frequency: Quarterly

Macroeconomic Variables and Constants

\(\pi_t: \) inflation in \(t\)

\(\pi^*: \) long – run expected inflation (which is assumed to be the central bank’s inflation target)

\(y_t: \) real GDP in \(t\), \(y^*: \) potential GDP, and \(y_t - y^*: \) GDP Gap

\(r_t: \) real interest rate, \(r^*: \) equilibrium (natural) real interest rate

\(\widehat{z_{t-1}}: \) past four quarter moving average of variable \(z\) starting from \(t - 1\), that is,

\[
\widehat{z_{t-1}} = \frac{z_{t-1} + z_{t-2} + z_{t-3} + z_{t-4}}{4}.
\]
A Workhorse Model of Central Bank Analysis (continued)

1. **Price Phillips Curve**: Current inflation determined by past GDP Gap

\[ \pi_t = \pi^* + \beta(y_{t-1} - y^*) + \varepsilon^\pi_t \quad \text{where} \varepsilon^\pi_t \text{is a transitory price or supply shock.} \]

2. **Dynamic IS Relation**: Current GDP Gap determined by past real interest rate gap

\[ y_t - y^* = \theta(y_{t-1} - y^*) - \mu(i_{t-1} - \pi_{t-1} - r^*) + \varepsilon^y_t \quad \text{where} \varepsilon^y_t \text{is a transitory demand shock.} \]

3. **Monetary Policy (Taylor Rule)**: Current nominal rate determined by current GDP Gap and current inflation

\[ i_t = r^* + \pi_t + \gamma(\pi_t - \pi^*) - \delta(y_t - y^*) \]

**Structural Changes and Potentially Affected Variables**

Long – run Variables, constant in the short run: *potential GDP* \( y^*, \text{long} \)

– run expected inflation \( \pi^*, \text{and equilibrium real interest rate} r^* \)

Short – run Shocks: *price or supply shock* \( \varepsilon^\pi_t \), *demand shock* \( \varepsilon^y_t \)

Slopes: Phillips Curve Slope \( \beta \), *IS Curve Slope* \( -\mu \), and *GDP Gap persistency* \( \theta \)
Finding

The main factor of the deflationary pressures from aging in Japan is “declining growth and falling land prices.” In addition, the “(D)issaving by the elderly makes matters worse as it leads to real exchange rate appreciation from the repatriation of foreign assets.”